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DJ Randall isn't sure she can survive the stressful weeks before her mother's wedding. An invitation to spend
a hassle-free weekend at her father's deluxe Arabian horse ranch seems to be the perfect escape.

But DJ's mother, Lindy, isn't comfortable with her daughter's growing relationship with Brad Atwood and his
wife, Jackie, a competitor in fourth-level dressage. The wealthy couple understands DJ's bond with horses in
a way her mother never could and is eager to help DJ take a shot at her dreams.

But family tensions are temporarily swept away as fierce rainstorms threaten to flood much of Northern
California, including the Atwoods' Santa Rosa ranch. With floodwaters rising fast, DJ's relaxing weekend
getaway becomes a risky fight to save her father's prize-winning horses. But is DJ's own future at stake?

Is DJ in over her head?
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From reader reviews:

Susan Rooks:

Do you among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on guys this
specific aren't like that. This Storm Clouds book is readable by means of you who hate the straight word
style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving
also decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer connected with Storm Clouds content
conveys objective easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
content material but it just different available as it. So , do you still thinking Storm Clouds is not loveable to
be your top checklist reading book?

Lonnie Hammer:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading practice
give you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge even the information inside the
book in which improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve you
read, if you want have more knowledge just go with training books but if you want really feel happy read one
along with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The Storm Clouds is kind of guide which is
giving the reader erratic experience.

Michael Palmateer:

The reserve with title Storm Clouds has lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of help
after read this book. This kind of book exist new know-how the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you with new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on the smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Billie Gould:

Reading a book to become new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to examine a book. When you
read a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what types
of book that you have read. If you would like get information about your study, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, these us novel, comics, and
soon. The Storm Clouds provide you with new experience in examining a book.
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